Coronavirus: Please follow the rules at all times!

The park will remain open, subject to the rules laid down by the Senate of Berlin.

For your own safety, we urge you to maintain a minimum distance of 1.5 metres from others at all times, even in parks and green spaces.

In order to counter the further spread of coronavirus, it is absolutely essential that we all follow the rules!

Please follow these rules:

- Do not form groups (You can go around in pairs or with members of your household.)
- Short stays on benches are permitted, subject to appropriate distancing.
- No lingering in fields and squares (excluding sporting activities)
- No picnics, no barbecues
- Do not enter marked-off areas

And above all, please: **Keep your distance from others!**

The health and well-being of our visitors is our top priority.

Please follow the rules, so that the parks can stay open and there is no need for further restrictions to be placed on parks, or for them to be closed altogether.